
Word Choice 

 

You are being asked to consider why the writer has chosen particular words to 

describe some thing or some feeling, rather than any other similar words. 

 

You should be aware of the difference between 

• Denotation the basic meaning 

• Connotation the impact or effect 

 

Word   Denotation  Connotation 

Underweight Thin   More of a medical term suggesting 

    treatment is needed 

 

Skinny Thin   An unattractive picture suggesting 

    a scrawny or bony appearance 

 

Slim   Thin   More attractive sounding suggesting an  

elegant appearance 

 

You will get no marks for simply identifying examples – you must discuss the 

connotations. 

 

1) Because of the popularity of partner dancing – as opposed to the lone 

experience of shuffling one’s feet and randomly jerking your arms at a 

club/family wedding – the BBC has decided to make a celebrity version of 

Come Dancing the centrepiece of its new Saturday night schedule.  Fronted by 

Bruce Forsyth, the show will feature celebrities testing their salsa skills under 

the guidance of world champion ballroom dancer Donnie Burns. 

 

How does the word choice in these lines show that the writer thinks that 

dancing on one’s own as opposed to with a partner is not very satisfying.   2A 

 

2) Unlikely as it may at first seem, this is occurring across the country.  Against 

similar winter backdrops people are queuing up to learn to dance.  National 

inhibition is being shed as salsa, meringue and cumbia beats force hips to 

sway rhythmically and partners to twist complicatedly.  French ceroc classes 

are filling up, street dancing to hip-hop is being used as an exercise class.  

Even ballroom dancing is enjoying something of a renaissance.   2A 

 

How does the word choice in this paragraph emphasise how popular dancing 

has become? 

 

3) Admittedly, Saturday night TV may not reek of Latin glamour.  But the new 

Dirty Dancing film, soon to reach UK cinemas, makes up for that.  Set in the 

blistering heat of Cuba, Havana Nights features the sort of drippingly sexy 

salsa that you really have to be Latin to pull off.   2A 

 

How does the word choice in these lines create an exotic description of salsa 

dancing? 

 



 


